
25th April 2020 
 

Priorities 
 

“This so-called affluent society is an ugly society still ... 
It is a society in which priorities have gone all wrong.” 

Aneurin Bevan, from a speech in Blackpool, 1959 

 

Many years ago a minister friend officiated at the Sacrament of Holy 

Communion in his church for the first time – in a collar and tie! The 

traditionalists were up in arms. Where was the Clerical Collar, the robes, 

the academic hood, the preaching stole? Why was this whippersnapper 

diminishing the Sacrament like this? There were rumours of complaints, 

and discipline. Entrenched positions were taken up. Factions, power-

groups, allies and enemies emerged.  

 My friend now says it wasn’t worth the energy. There were more 

important things to be concerned with: struggles for justice and equity; 

the plight of those in poverty; issues of the environment and ecology; 

tensions in the Middle East; a society “gone all wrong”. Wearing a collar 

and tie at Communion? It wasn’t a battle that mattered.  

In Don Quixote by Miguel de Cervantes, the eponymous hero sees 

thirty or forty windmills in the distance. Mistaking them for giants, he 

sets off to attack them. But his sidekick, Sancho Panza, with wisdom and 

constraint, sees it differently.  
 

‘Take care, sir,’ cried Sancho. ‘Those over there are not giants but 

windmills. Those things that seem to be their arms are sails which, 

when they are whirled around by the wind, turn the millstone.’ 
 

For many of us, enforced isolation is giving us time to think, to 

ponder what really matters. Perhaps we might emerge with redefined 

priorities. Maybe, the battles we thought  were important won’t matter 

so much, as other issues in an “ugly society” become much more 

important than what we wear at Communion. 
  

A prayer for today 

Loving God, in this time of readjustment, let your priorities become mine; 

let your passion for equity and inclusiveness redefine my commitments. Amen. 
 

An original reflection by © Tom Gordon 
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